The key role of atmospheric absorption in the Asian Summer Monsoon response to dust emissions in CMIP6 models
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Abstract.
We investigate the Asian Summer Monsoon (ASM) response to global dust emissions in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) models, which is the first CMIP to include an experiment with a doubling of global dust emissions relative to their preindustrial levels. Thus, for the first time, the inbuilt influence of dust on climate across a range of climate models being used to evaluate and predict Earth’s climate can be quantified. We find that dust emissions cause a strong atmospheric heating over Asia that leads to a pronounced hemispheric energy imbalance. This results in a surface cooling over Asia, an enhanced Indian Summer Monsoon and a southward shift of the Western Pacific Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) which are consistent across models. However, the East Asian Summer Monsoon response shows large uncertainties across models, arising from the diversity in models’ simulated dust emissions, and in the dynamical response to these changes. Our results demonstrate the central role of dust absorption in influencing the ASM, and the importance of accurate dust simulations for constraining the ASM and the ITCZ in climate models.

1 Introduction

Mineral dust is the most abundant aerosol type by mass in the Earth’s atmosphere (Kok et al., 2018; Gliss et al., 2021), and their emissions have at least doubled since preindustrial times (Hooper and Marx, 2018). Dust aerosols play an important role in the Earth’s radiation balance and climate system by interacting with radiation, clouds, and ecosystems during its life cycle (Carslaw et al., 2010; Mahowald et al., 2010; Kok et al., 2018; Chaibou et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2021). Overall, dust serves as a cooling agent at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) over all but the brightest surfaces (Chaibou et al., 2020). Dust also heats the atmospheric column by absorbing solar radiation but also cools the atmosphere through terrestrial radiation interactions, thereby perturbing the vertical temperature profile (Balkanski et al., 2021; Ryder, 2021). However, our knowledge of dust-climate interactions, including the magnitude and sign of dust’s radiative effect, remains highly uncertain due to incomplete understanding of its physical and chemical properties (Formenti et al., 2011; Richter and Gill, 2018; Di Biagio et al., 2019; Adebiyi and Kok, 2020), life cycles (Shao et al., 2011; Kok et al., 2021b; Wu et al., 2020), and interactions with other
components of the Earth system (Karydis et al., 2017; Chaibou et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021), as well as the challenges of incorporating these processes into models.

Present-day global dust emissions are confined primarily to the Northern Hemisphere tropical and subtropical regions (i.e., the so-called dust-belt (Shi et al., 2021)), with around 30-40% emitted from the Asian source regions (Kok et al., 2021a). There are numerous studies investigating Asian dust-climate interactions, and particularly their links to the Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) (Sun et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2021). It is found that dust impacts the ISM through many different pathways including the elevated heat pump mechanism (Lau et al., 2006), snow-darkening feedbacks (Sarangi et al., 2020), and dust-cloud interactions (Karydis et al., 2017). However, most of these mechanisms are model-based and are subject to large uncertainties in model physics and parameters (Jin et al., 2021). Unfortunately, these uncertainties are very difficult to constrain using available observations. Compared to the ISM, there are larger uncertainties in our understanding of the interactions between dust and the East Asian climate, including the East Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM) (Sun et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020). Dust emissions have the potential to impact both the ISM and the EASM, collectively known as the Asian Summer Monsoon (ASM).

The availability of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6; Eyring et al. (2016)) experiments offer a great opportunity to understand the climate impacts of dust emissions and the role dust plays in the latest generation of climate models. Zhao et al. (2022) examined the global and regional simulation of dust in 16 CMIP6 models in the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) experiments compared to observations and reanalyses, finding that most models captured features such as spatial distribution and seasonal cycles of dust well, but found dust emission and deposition to be poorly represented, and found that the ranges of simulated dust burden and optical depth across models are larger than that of previous model generations. Several publications have examined dust simulation and response to climate change in other CMIP6 experiments. Aryal and Evans (2021) examined dust sensitivity to drought in historical and future SSP585, showing that soil moisture is a better indicator of dust variability than precipitation, highlighting the importance of the land surface in simulating the dust cycle accurately. Aryal and Evans (2023) and Zhou et al. (2023) explored the response of dust emissions and surface concentrations to temperature and precipitation/soil moisture changes, finding substantial regional variability. Zhao et al. (2023) found that overall, dust loading increases globally by the end of the twenty-first century in CMIP6 model simulations, though this is dependent on the future scenario and region, with East Asia and the western Pacific showing decreasing dust load due to increasing precipitation in these regions. Contrastingly, Mao et al. (2021) suggest an increase in East Asian dust emissions in CMIP6 future simulations due to enhanced frequency of circulation patterns connected to extreme dust events. Li and Wang (2022) explored drought-dust relationships over the southeastern USA in CMIP6 historical simulations.

The CMIP6 Aerosols and Chemistry Model Intercomparison Project (AerChemMIP; Collins et al. (2017)) has for the first time included a doubled-dust experiment alongside single forcing experiments with other aerosol species. This allows us to
consistently isolate and quantify the impacts of dust emissions in multiple state-of-the-art climate models. Although dust aerosols have been included in previous CMIP experiments as well as the latest CMIP6 historical, AMIP and future SSP experiments, these experiments do not allow the isolation of the specific effect of dust on radiation and climate in a multi-model context. It is important to understand the role and extent of dust in impacting climate in the CMIP6 simulations, where the effects of dust on climate (through mechanisms such as surface, atmospheric or top of atmosphere radiative effects and subsequent complex impacts on atmospheric circulation) are not explicit. For the first time, the new AerChemMIP experiments allow this to be diagnosed.

We present a multi-model study to determine the atmospheric response to a change in global dust emissions in Asia based on two sets of the AerChemMIP simulations from seven CMIP6 models (Section 2). Dust radiative forcing, temperature, and precipitation responses, as well as the circulation changes and mechanisms are presented in Section 3. Our major findings and their implications are summarised in Section 4.

2 Models and Simulations

To explore the impact of dust emissions, we used two sets of time-slice simulations from seven participating CMIP6 models shown in Table 1, which provided dust diagnostics. We include all 7 models regardless of how well (or poorly) they represent the dust cycle (Zhao et al., 2022), in order to firstly understand the implicit effect of dust in climate simulations in general within CMIP6 models, and secondly to avoid limiting further the number of models analysed. Even if models do not simulate the dust cycle well, it is important to understand how dust may be influencing the climate and circulation in CMIP6 models. The base simulation (piClim-control) has all forcings fixed at preindustrial (year 1850) levels. The AerChemMIP perturbation simulation (piClim-2xdust) is identical to piClim-control except that dust emissions are doubled globally. The CMIP6 models reproduce major features of global dust processes well (Zhao et al., 2022), including the spatial patterns of global dust emissions and dust aerosol optical depth (DOD). Dust emissions were calculated online in all the seven models in piClim-control, and were doubled in piClim-2xdust by either scaling the dust emission parameterisations or the emission data files (Collins et al., 2017). As such, we define the climate impacts of dust emissions as the difference between piClim-2xdust and piClim-control (i.e., piClim-2xdust minus piClim-control). Sea surface temperatures and sea ice distributions were prescribed as 1850 climatological averages in both simulations. Therefore, the responses presented here represent the fast response of the climate system due to rapid adjustments of the atmosphere to changes in energy balance as a direct result of dust emissions (Ganguly et al., 2012; Samset et al., 2016; Zanis et al., 2020). Dust can be activated as cloud condensation nuclei in all models except CNRM-ESM2-1 and UKESM1-0-LL, while two models (NorESM2-LM and MPI-ESM-1-2-HAM) have parameterized dust particles also acting as ice nuclei.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Variant label</th>
<th>Resolution (lon × lat × Lev)</th>
<th>Model years</th>
<th>Dust size diameter boundaries (μm)</th>
<th>Dust as CCN/IN</th>
<th>Global JJA mean effective radiative forcing (W m⁻²)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNRM-ESM2-1 rilp1f2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4° × 1.4° × 91L</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3 bins (0.01-1.0, 1.0-2.5, 2.5-20)</td>
<td>N/N</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>Séférian et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-ESM4 rilp1f1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.25° × 1° × 49L</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5 bins (0.2-2.4-4.4-6.6-12-20)</td>
<td>Y/N</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>Dunne et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-1-G rilp3f1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5° × 2° × 40L</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6 bins (&lt;1, 1-2, 2-4, 4-8, 8-16, 16-32)</td>
<td>Y/N</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>Kelley et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM6A-LR-INCA</td>
<td>rilp1f1</td>
<td>1.25° × 1.27° × 79L</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1 lognormal mode with mass median diameter (geometric standard deviation): 2.5 (2)</td>
<td>Y/N</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>Di Biagio et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM-1-2-HAM</td>
<td>rilp1f1</td>
<td>1.875° × 1.875° × 47L</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2 modes with median particle radii boundaries: 0.005-0.05 and &gt;0.05</td>
<td>Y/Y</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>Neubauer et al. (2019); (Tegen et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorESM2-LM rilp1f1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5° × 1.875° × 32L</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Three modes: Aiken: 0.01-0.1; Accumulation: 0.1-1.0; Coarse: 1.0-10.0</td>
<td>Y/Y</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Kirkevåg et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKESM1-0-LL rilp1f4</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.875° × 1.25° × 85L</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6 bins :0.064-0.2, 0.2-0.63, 0.63-2.0, 2.0-6.32, 6.32-20, 20-63</td>
<td>N/N</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>Mulcahy et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Details of CMIP6 models used in this study

For each model and experiment, a simulation of at least 30 years is available. All model data are interpolated to a 2x2-degree horizontal grid when computing the multi-model mean (MMM). We focus on the response over Asia (box in Figure S1f) in the summertime (June-July-August; JJA) when the Asian Summer Monsoon (ASM) is fully established (Li et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2019; Jin et al., 2021). Note all the changes presented here are due to a doubling of global dust emissions, and we refer to this as ‘dust emissions’ for simplicity.
We diagnosed the dust effective radiative forcing (ERF) as the differences in net radiative fluxes between piClim-2xdust and piClim-control at the top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) and at the surface (Forster et al., 2016). We then defined change in atmospheric absorption due to dust emissions as the difference between TOA and surface ERF. The response to dust emissions such as changes in surface temperature and precipitation are calculated as averages of JJA means of the last 30 years of each simulation (Table 1). We tested the statistical significance of the response at the p ≤ 0.1 confidence level using the Monte-Carlo test. We have also identified regions where there are inconsistent responses across models, defined as regions where ≤4 of the 7 models have the same sign as the MMM. Radiative fluxes are given as total (shortwave plus longwave) unless specifically stated otherwise.

3 Summertime climate responses to dust emissions

The models’ simulated changes in dust emissions and DOD are shown in Figure 1, while the JJA climatologies of DOD, precipitation, 850-hPa winds and sea level pressure fields are included in Supplement Figures S1-S4 for reference. We note the large diversities in models’ simulated dust climatology (Figure 1, S1), and hence in the changes to DOD (Figure S4) because of doubling global dust emissions. Such inter-model diversities are most pronounced over the Chinese deserts and East Asia where a half of the models simulate very little dust emission. The models also simulate very different monsoon climatologies (Figure S2, S3), which will contribute to differences in the DOD distribution through dust transport and wet deposition differences, and likely to differences in the response of the monsoon to the dust forcing (Liu et al., 2018).

Figure 1: Model simulated (30-year mean) seasonal cycles of (a, b) dust emissions (g m$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$) and (c, d) DOD at 550 nm (DOD550) over the Chinese desert (red) and South Asia (black; see boxes in (e)) in (a, c) piClim-control and (b, d) piClim-2xdust. Shadings represent the 5th-95th percentiles of the multi-model ensemble spread. Maps show multi-model mean of JJA mean differences in (e) dust emissions (g m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$), (f) DOD550, (g) the multi-model mean of percentage increase in DOD550 relative to the piClim-Control.
climatology over Asia (denoted by box in (f)). Purple hatches in (f) denote statistical insignificance at the 10% level of the multi-model mean DOD changes.

3.1 Changes in radiative forcing and clouds

Figure 2 shows the spatial patterns, and zonal mean profiles, of the ERF over Asia due to dust emissions. Those for individual models can be found in Figures S5-S9. The clear-sky ERF at TOA in the MMM shows a general negative forcing (Figure 2a) due to the direct dust-radiation interactions (i.e., scattering and absorption). There is however a positive clear-sky TOA ERF pattern that is confined over the bright surface of the Arabian Peninsula, as well as over South and Southeast Asia (particularly in CNRM-ESM2-1, GFDL-ESM4 and UKESM1-0-LL; Figure S6). The spatial pattern of all-sky TOA ERF in the MMM (Figure 2b) resembles that of clear-sky over the land, yet large differences exist across models (Figure S6). Over South Asia, all models but IPSL-CM6A-LR-INCA (-1.73 W m\(^{-2}\)) simulate a positive TOA ERF (0.01-3.38 W m\(^{-2}\)) due to dust induced atmospheric absorption (Figure 1c) and cloud increases (Figure 2a, c).
Dust emissions result in significant atmospheric heating through dust absorption above land and the Arabian Sea (Figure 2c). The heating is robust across almost all models (Figure S7), producing a MMM of 1.58 (0.23-2.94) W m$^{-2}$ over Asia.
Figure 1f), which is dominated by the shortwave radiative heating (Figure S8a) that is partially cancelled out by the longwave radiative cooling (Figure S8b). The atmospheric heating is particularly prominent over South Asia (4.28 (1.01-9.59) W m$^{-2}$). As a result of the dust-induced atmospheric absorption, there is a pronounced negative surface ERF over land, contrasting with the positive surface ERF over the Tropical Western Pacific Ocean (Figure 2d, S9). The positive surface ERF over the ocean is attributable to reductions in clouds (Figure 3d) that allow more solar radiation to reach the surface.

Changes in the spatial pattern of total cloud fraction (Figure 3a, S10) over Asia, and especially over South Asia (0.26%-3.49%), show robust common patterns across models except MPI-ESM-1-2-HAM (-0.37%). All models show that such changes come from high cloud changes (above 200 hPa) over the Indian subcontinent (Figure 3c), the Arabian sea, the Pacific Ocean (Figure 3d), and East China (not shown), and changes in mid-level clouds (700-200 hPa) above the Chinese deserts (Figure 3b). The cloud changes over South Asia and the Pacific Ocean are associated with changes in the large-scale atmospheric circulation (Section 3.3) rather than increases in dust which may modify cloud microphysical properties (not shown).
Figure 3: JJA mean changes due to doubled dust emissions in (a) multi-model mean of total cloud fraction (%) and (b-d) vertical profiles of cloud fraction averaged within the three boxes in (a). Coloured curves represent individual models, and black the multi-model means. Green hatches in (a) denote where ≤4 models have the same sign as the multi-model mean.

The dust-induced atmospheric absorption leads to a hemispheric asymmetry in energy distributions, as demonstrated by the changes in the Asian zonal mean atmospheric absorption (Figure 2e) and surface ERF (Figure 2f). The asymmetry is pronounced over the dustiest regions between 40E and 100E, encompassing the Arabian Peninsula, The Middle East, India.
and the Taklamakan desert, and is weaker over the East Asia-Western Pacific region. We show in Sections 3.3 that such asymmetry has important fingerprints on dust-induced precipitation and circulation changes.

### 3.2 Temperature Response

Figure 4 shows JJA mean near-surface temperature changes in response to dust emissions. The temperature response is characterised by a cooling of the Indian subcontinent (-0.17 K) and the Chinese desert regions (-0.12 K) in the MMM (Figure 4h). The cooling is consistent across most models and is the largest in GFDL-ESM4 over India (up to -1.8 K), and in IPSL-CM6A-LR-INCA over the Chinese deserts (around -1.05 K). However, models disagree markedly with each other about the pattern, and even the sign, of the temperature responses over other regions such as Central Asia, East Asia and the Arabian Peninsula. Over these regions, as opposed to the cooling seen in other models, the CNRM-ESM2-1 (Figure 4a), MPI-ESM-1-2-HAM (Figure 4e), and UKESM1-0-LL (Figure 4g) models simulate widespread warming. These models are also the ones with the lowest DOD climatology (Figure S1) and simulate the smallest DOD changes (Figure S4) there amongst the seven models. This uncertainty demonstrates the crucial importance of better observationally constrained representation of dust processes in climate models for simulating the dust-climate interactions.

Figure 4: JJA mean changes in near-surface temperature due to doubled dust emissions in (a-f) individual models and (h) the multi-model mean. Purple hatches indicate lack of statistical significance at the 10% level. Green hatches in (h) denote where ≤4 models have the same sign as the multi-model mean.

The temperature responses in individual models do not follow the dust ERF at TOA (Figure 2b, S6), which shows opposite signs over some regions such as India. In comparison, near-surface temperature responses show better, yet weak, agreement with surface ERF patterns (Figure 2d, S9). These imply the central role of dust-radiation interactions in changing the surface radiation budget and temperature. However, as discussed in the following section, the effects of dust-radiation interactions do not fully explain changes in near-surface temperature and the large differences across models.
Overall, dust emissions result in a general surface cooling of the Asian continent in most models. However, there are significant diversities in model-simulated pattern and sign of temperature changes, despite the relatively consistent changes in cloud and radiation across models. Such diversity is only partly explained by the diversity in the models’ simulated dust climatologies. Meanwhile, we show below that such diversity in surface temperature response is also intertwined with changes in precipitation and monsoonal circulation.

3.3 Precipitation and circulation responses

In this section, we turn to JJA mean changes in precipitation due to dust emissions while attempting to understand the underlying mechanisms by examining changes in the ASM.

Figure 5 shows the spatial patterns, as well as the zonal mean profiles over the South Asia region (60-100°E, Figure 5i) and the East Asia-Western Pacific region (120-150°E, Figure 5j), of precipitation changes in response to dust emissions. We note that large uncertainties in models’ simulated precipitation changes are expected due to challenges in simulating the ASM (Wilcox et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021) in addition to the diversity of the dust climatologies. Nevertheless, the precipitation responses exhibit certain common robust features. Particularly, the increased precipitation over the Indian subcontinent and Southeast Asia (i.e., Indonesia and Papua New Guinea south of the Equator), as well as the drying of the Western Pacific Ocean.
The MMM precipitation response (Figure 5h) is largely explained by changes in the vertically integrated moisture flux convergence (Figure 6a), whilst there is very little contribution from local convective processes, as demonstrated by the very limited changes in surface evaporation (Figure 6b). These, along with consistent changes in the 500-hPa vertical velocity (Figure 6c), demonstrate the predominant role of large-scale atmospheric circulation changes in shaping the fast precipitation response to dust emissions. The above is justified by careful comparisons of these fields (Figures S1-S12) to precipitation changes (Figure 5) in each individual model. For example, the pattern of precipitation increases over the Indian subcontinent match well with the anomalous 500-hPa ascent and moisture convergence in most models. In comparison, the drying of the western Pacific Ocean is accompanied by strong anomalous descent at 500-hPa and moisture divergence in all models.
The zonal mean precipitation changes show an enhancement of the ISM, with precipitation increasing over land and decreasing over the equatorial Indian Ocean in most models. That is, a northward shift of the rain belt over the ISM region (Figure 5, Figure 6). This is supported by changes in the 850-hPa winds in the MMM (Figure 6d) and in most models (Figure S13). Extensive lower tropospheric anti-cyclonic and south-westerly anomalies bring extra moisture from the Arabian Sea to the land. Over the Bay of Bengal, there are however anomalous southerlies that impede the climatological westerly flows; such southerlies are consistent with the pattern of enhanced precipitation there. The monsoonal precipitation increases lead to further cooling of the Indian subcontinent on top of the dust induced radiative surface cooling (Figure 4). The above changes in MMM are also seen in most individual models. However, two models (MPI-ESM-1-2-HAM and NorESM2-LM) simulate weakened ISM circulation. This is consistent with the precipitation reduction over the Indian subcontinent (Figure 5e, f) and explains the model-simulated warming there (Figure 4e, f) in these two models.
The importance of dust induced atmospheric absorption in changing the ISM and precipitation has been studied extensively (Maharana et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Bercos-Hickey et al., 2020; Cruz et al., 2021; Jin et al., 2021; Balkanski et al., 2021), with several different physical mechanisms proposed to explain their interactions. For example, snow darkening effects (Sarangi et al., 2020) and the elevated heat pump (EHP) mechanism (Lau et al., 2006). Here we found that dust emissions cause enhanced atmospheric absorption over the Arabian Sea and South Asia (Figure 2) which is linked to enhanced moisture flux convergence via adjustments in circulations, and therefore an enhancement in the ISM in most models (Figure 6d). The enhanced ISM draws moisture from the oceans to the northern Indian subcontinent (Figure 6c), producing anomalous ascent and precipitation (Figure 5h), as well as collocated increases in high clouds (Figure 3). At the same time, strong southwesterlies within the monsoon are likely to transport more dust from the Arabian Peninsula to the Arabian Sea and Northern India. In doing so, the ISM is further enhanced through the EHP feedback loop brought about by the enhanced upper-tropospheric meridional temperature gradient because of increases in dust absorption.

The East Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM) presents a mixed response (Figure 6d) to dust emissions. A westward extension of the West Pacific Subtropical High results in an enhanced monsoon flow over eastern China, and strong easterly anomalies over the tropical western Pacific Ocean and the South China Sea. The easterly anomalies disrupt the climatological north-eastward transport of moisture flux from the oceans to the land (Figure S1). As a result, precipitation decreases over Southern China land areas, and only increases moderately over Northeast China in a few models (GFDL-ESM4, GISS-E2-1-G and UKESM1-0-LL) despite the enhanced monsoonal circulation over land. This demonstrates the large inter-model uncertainty in the response of the EASM to dust emissions in CMIP6 models that underpins the small response in the MMM. Such uncertainties can be attributed to several factors including model deficiencies in simulating the EASM (Wilcox et al., 2015), the mixed circulation changes due to dust emissions, as well as the very low dust emissions over East Asia in most models.

The East Asia-Pacific region sees a southward shift of the Western Pacific ITCZ that is robust across models (Figure 5j). The southward shift of the Western Pacific ITCZ can be also seen in the spatial patterns of precipitation changes that feature a north-south (drying centred around 15°N versus wettening centered around 5°S) dipole. The Western Pacific ITCZ shift is consistent with the dust-emission-induced hemispheric asymmetry (i.e., a cooler Northern Hemisphere) in surface radiative forcing (Figure S9) due to atmospheric absorption (Figure 2c, f). This is consistent with Evans (2020) who found a linear relationship between dust emissions-induced hemispheric asymmetry in radiative forcing and tropical precipitation shift along global ITCZs. The southward shift of the Western Pacific ITCZ is accompanied by a general expansion of the Western Pacific Hadley circulation and an enhancement of its ascending branch (not shown), as well as anomalous descent over the subtropical Western Pacific Ocean (Figure 6c, S12). The regions of anomalous descent are associated with collocated reductions in cloud fraction (Figure 3), anomalous surface high pressure (Figure 6d, S13), moisture divergence (Figure 6c, S11), and precipitation reduction (Figure 5). The equatorward limbs of the moisture divergence feed the Hadley circulation, forming a positive feedback loop between the drying of the subtropical Western Pacific Ocean and the southward shift of the Western Pacific
ITCZ. The regions of anomalous moisture divergence in some models also feed the tropical/subtropical anomalous easterlies that partly explain the mixed response of the EASM circulations.

Overall, we found a mixed response of the ASM to dust emissions which shows considerable diversity across models. The inter-model diversity in the atmospheric circulation response to dust is reflected in the uncertainties in models’ simulated temperature and precipitation changes. Nevertheless, the presence of a number of robust circulation changes across the models, and the fact that precipitation changes closely follow changes in circulation changes and moisture convergence, reveal the importance of large-scale atmospheric circulation changes in shaping temperature and precipitation responses induced by dust emissions. The impact of dust on the ASM suggests that deficiencies in ASM model simulations in general may be associated with the representation of dust processes. Meanwhile, the links between the shift of the Western Pacific ITCZ and dust may have implications for the poorly constrained global ITCZs in most climate models (Samanta et al., 2019; Fiedler et al., 2020; Mamalakis et al., 2021). Specifically, since most models fail to capture the interannual to interdecadal variabilities of global and regional dust processes (Wu et al., 2019; Jin et al., 2021; Evan et al., 2014), they may also fail to reproduce the fingerprint of dust on the variability of global and regional ITCZs and monsoon systems on a number of timescales.

4 Conclusion and Discussion

We investigated the fast ASM response to a doubling of global dust emissions in seven CMIP6 models. Our results offer a parallel to the impacts of preindustrial to present-day global dust emission changes since global dust emissions have approximately doubled since preindustrial times, as well as an insight into the concealed effect of dust on climate within the latest generation of climate models. We found that doubled dust emissions cause significant atmospheric absorption, which exhibits hemispheric asymmetry, consistent with the asymmetry in emissions. This results in the cooling of the Indian subcontinent, the intensification of the ISM despite the surface cooling, and the southward shift of the Western Pacific ITCZ. These demonstrate important fingerprints of dust emissions on the ASM through dust absorption-induced large-scale circulation changes. However, there are considerable uncertainties in models’ simulated dust processes and in the large-scale circulation changes in response to dust emissions across models. Particularly, the model climatology of dust emission and loading seems to play a role in model-simulated climate responses; it is difficult to investigate such relationships using the models and experiments currently available. Nevertheless, this demonstrates the importance of observationally constrained dust processes and properties, particularly absorption, for constraining the ASM, and better constrained large-scale circulations for more reliable simulations of dust-climate interactions.

We provide the caveat that the responses to dust emissions might be incomplete in the model simulations we analysed here (Zanis et al., 2020). First, changes in atmospheric circulation could change dust emissions that are not fully considered in all models by the piClim-2xdust experiment, which means the coupling between dust emissions and climate and the associated
feedbacks are not fully realised in all model simulations. Second, the CMIP6 models poorly capture and underestimate dust load over the Indian subcontinent (Zhao et al., 2022). Therefore, the dust induced atmospheric absorption there might also be underrepresented. Third, the contribution of Asian dust emissions to the global total is found to be underestimated by present generation climate models (Kok et al., 2021a). Fourth, the significant low biases in the size and size distributions of dust particles in present generation climate models (Ryder et al., 2019; Adebiyi et al., 2023; Huang et al., 2021) may also mean underestimated atmospheric absorption and reduced longwave dust-radiation interactions. However, recent results (Di Biagio et al., 2019) suggest that climate models tend to apply values of the imaginary part of the refractive index of dust which are too high in the shortwave spectrum, which may counteract omitted shortwave absorption from coarse dust to some extent in some models. In fact, radiation changes induced by dust are sensitive to factors including single-scattering albedo, mass extinction coefficient, and asymmetry factor (Hatzianastassiou et al., 2004; Solmon et al., 2008; Papadimas et al., 2012; Strong et al., 2015). Additionally, these parameters are sensitive to the modelled size-resolved mass concentration, data for which is generally not available for the CMIP experiments. Inclusion of such data in future CMIP experiments would be beneficial for understanding the breadth of interactions from dust optical properties through to climate and circulation, and is recommended for inclusion in future experiments. Therefore, assumptions and uncertainties around these parameters in climate models will have great implications for model-simulated signs and magnitudes of the climate responses to dust emissions. Finally, the experiments analysed here are atmosphere-only simulations. The pattern and magnitude of the response to dust is likely different in fully-coupled climate models, as has been demonstrated in several studies of the response to anthropogenic aerosols (Ganguly et al., 2012; Samset et al., 2016; Voigt et al., 2017), since the anticipated cooling effect of dust on sea surface temperatures may have impacts on monsoon circulation.

We acknowledge that the climate response to dust emissions are still highly uncertain in climate models, given the large diversity reported here. However, whether conclusions drawn from the seven models analysed here are just a reflection of a sample of many more CMIP6 models is unknown. This warrants a community effort to better understand and simulate dust processes in climate models given their potential significance in accurately simulating other intertwined processes. The responses presented here are due to global dust emissions, and we recommend further model experiments to compare the impacts of local vs. remote dust emissions. Dust as ice nuclei and related processes are still missing in most models, which may affect model-simulated dust-climate interactions (Froyd et al., 2022). We noted however that two models (MPI-ESM-1-2-HAM and NorESM2-LM) have parameterised dust particles as ice nuclei. Nonetheless, changes in ice-cloud microphysics (not shown) in these two models are insignificant and do not explain their differences compared to other models. We therefore suggest further studies to understand the possible reasons behind this.

In summary, we found that doubling global dust emissions results in a cooling over much of Asia, an enhanced ISM and precipitation over Indian subcontinent, a mixed response of the EASM, and a southward shift of the Western Pacific ITCZ in the CMIP6 models. However, these responses feature large inter-model diversities that are intertwined with diversities in
model-simulated large-scale circulation changes mediated by atmospheric absorption. These responses may only represent a certain fraction of the full response. It is therefore possible that dust may play an even greater role in global climate interactions than we present here. More importantly, we suggest that accurate representation of dust should be a consideration in efforts to reduce monsoon biases in climate models, and dust may represent an important feedback in future projections of both the ASM and the regional and global ITCZs.
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